
Discover our 
R-Go Riser
Laptop stands.

R-Go Riser Laptop stands

Healthy working everywhere
Quick and easy to create your own ergonomic workstation

Stimulates an upright posture

Prevent a hunched posture with these smart 
laptop stands, whether you are working at home 
or at the office. You can place them in different 

positions, whatever suits your height.

Work on eye level

These stands lift your screen easily up 
to eye level. This way your head is in a 

natural position reducing the tension in 
your neck and shoulder muscles.

Easy to carry

Lightweight and ultra thin. Our thinnest 
Riser is only 1.4 mm thin and weighs 

110 grams. Perfect for travelling!

Also available as R-Go Riser Attachable
The R-Go Riser Attachable variant 
integrates with your laptop by using 
velcro straps. 

Made of HYLITE® aluminium
This laptop stand is made of Hylite®: the 
world’s thinnest Aluminium Composite 

Material. This makes the stand very light: 
easy to carry!

Available in black, silver and white

Easily adjustable
Can be adjusted into 5 positions. 

Brings the screen easily up to eye level 
and prevents neck and shoulder pain.

Creating healthy workplaces | www.r-go-tools.com

Strong material
Made of aluminium which makes 

it very strong! The stand can 
carry up to 5 kg. 

R-Go Riser 
Laptop stands

Check 
out this 
video!



 The Riser laptop stands can be 100% recycled.
 Lifetime recycle guarantee: we ensure that our laptop stands are recycled at 
the end of their service life, when returned to us.

We care for our environment

Stay in touch www.r-go-tools.com+31 (0)345 758 000 info@r-go-tools.com

All our Riser Laptop stands

The R-Go Riser Duo laptop and tablet stand 
can be used to raise both your laptop and your 
tablet. The stand is easily adjustable in height 
in 4 positions, so you can always work at eye 
level. This puts your head in a natural position 
and reduces tension in your neck and shoulder 
muscles. The R-Go Riser Duo is ultra thin and 
lightweight: ideal to take with you in your bag!

R-Go Riser Duo
The 2-in-1 stand for laptop and tablet

Integrated document holder
With integrated document holder 
to raise your documents, making 
it easier to read.

Easily adjustable
Can be adjusted into 4 positions. 

Brings the screen easily to eye level and 
prevents neck and shoulder pain.

R-Go Riser Flexible R-Go Riser Attachable R-Go Riser Duo

RGORISTBL RGORIATBL RGORIDUOBL

For laptop or tablet Laptop Laptop Laptop/tablet

Integrated with 
laptop •

Color Black (1) Black (1) Black

(1) Also available in silver and white. For all article numbers, go to our website.


